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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate whether a semantic representation of patent documents provides added value
for a multi-dimensional visual exploration of a patent landscape compared to traditional approaches. Word
embeddings from a pre-trained model created from patent text are used to calculate pairwise similarities
for representing each document in the semantic space. Then, a hierarchical clustering method is applied to
create several semantic aggregation levels for a collection of patent documents. For visual exploration, we
have seamlessly integrated multiple interaction metaphors that combine semantics and additional metadata
for improving hierarchical exploration of large document collections.
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1. Introduction

The number of written works describing scien-
tific progress is steadily increasing, which necessi-
tates the development of supportive tools for their
efficient analysis. Developing a visualization ap-
proach to facilitate the examination proves to be
a challenging task. This is due to the complexity
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of these documents, which are not only character-
ized by their textual content, but also by a number
of metadata attributes of various kinds, including
information about relationships between them.

Patent landscaping [1] is an example of a task in
which complex document explorations take place.
With the help of patent landscaping, companies
acquire competitive advantages and steer their re-
search and development efforts. However, with hun-
dreds to thousands of patent documents that have
to be considered per patent landscaping report, hu-
man perception must be aided in the task of finding
patterns in data to prevent cognitive overload.

We propose an approach that allows for a multi-
dimensional visual exploration [2] based on both se-
mantics and metadata from the patent documents.
Semantic embeddings [3] are widely used in natu-
ral language processing to capture relationships be-
tween text documents. Nonetheless, when trying
to visualize those relationships, we face the prob-
lem that positions and distances in the embedding
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space are not easily explainable and can hardly be
understood by themselves. As for creating a patent
landscape the question what is ”in/out” of a fo-
cused topical region is crucial, we utilize semantic
similarity of documents for creating a patent land-
scape [4] followed by clustering [5] the documents
at 3 aggregation levels employing hierarchical ag-
glomerative clustering.

2. Semantic Exploration of a Patent Land-
scape

In order to semantically explore patent docu-
ments, two challenges exist which must be reflected
in our approach:

1. visually presenting high-dimensional semantic
representations of documents in a way that is
intuitively understood, and

2. supporting semantic interactions, which means
that the display adapts to the intentions of the
user with regard to information density and
level of detail [6].

The user interface and the interaction metaphors
it offers are designed to handle these challenges by
utilizing a number of coordinated views which re-
spond to the changes in each other’s states. The
scatter plot is the main area of the visualization
representing the semantic space. At the same time,
the histogram and sunburst views display meta-
data attributes from the dataset in an aggregated
form. They enable filtering and highlighting of the
data across all views via brushing and linking, which
means that ”the change to the representation in one
view affects the representation in the other views as
well” [7].

The interactions connecting the views fall into
one of three groups: selection, highlighting and re-
setting the current selection. The implementation
is consistent across all views: 1) clicking means se-
lecting an object/group, 2) hovering with the mouse
causes a highlighting of an object/group which is a
preview of the selection, 3) clicking on the back-
ground of a view resets the selection.

3. Evaluation

In order to evaluate the question of how semantic
information in combination with rich metadata can
be used to enhance the visual exploration of large
document collections, we conducted a summative

study in form of a think-aloud-experiment with sev-
eral patent experts. The subjects of the study are
employees of FIZ Karlsruhe and have acquired sig-
nificant experience over the years with patent mat-
ters in general and with patent research and patent
landscaping in particular. This makes them appro-
priate candidates to study the complex cognitive
processes that happen during the exploration.

We evaluated the visualization approach by
means of tasks the users had to perform and by
means of questionnaires for capturing user feed-
back.

The usability study indicates that visualization
metaphors and interaction techniques were appro-
priately chosen.

4. Conclusion

We set out to present a novel approach for the hi-
erarchical exploration of large document collections
combining semantics and additional metadata. Our
research shows that the chosen interaction tech-
niques are consistent and intuitive. The proposed
visualization approach provides added value for
patent landscaping, and can also be applied to other
document exploration tasks.
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